2018 Children’s Reading Challenge: 
New Braunfels Public Library

Name: ___________________________________  e-mail or phone ___________________________

Turn in this form by December 31, 2018 with all categories completed in order to be entered for a surprise. The books do not have to be read in any particular order. A single book can only be used for one category, not multiple categories. By participating in this challenge, you agree to appear in publicity.

Happy reading!

1. A book with a number in the title

2. A book that includes a character with a job you think you would like to have when you grow up

3. A book with a fruit or vegetable in the title

4. Reread a favorite book

5. An audio book of a book you’ve already read

6. A non-fiction book about a subject you don’t know much about

7. A book set around your favorite holiday

8. A book written by an author with your initials

9. A book about time travel or set in the future

10. A book that involves a bookstore or library

11. A book set at sea

12. An award winning book
13. A book by a local author

14. A book by an author from your home state (or country if other than The United States)

15. A book you think looks boring

16. A book by two authors

17. A book published in 2018

18. A book about or involving a sport

19. A book about a real person (biography or fiction featuring a real person)

20. A funny book

21. A book that was made into a movie or is movie-related

22. A book with a cover in your favorite color

23. A book with a one word title

24. A book that deals with adoption

25. A book about a historical event

26. A book of poetry

BONUS OPTION: Substitute a book of your choosing for one of the other categories